Rolling Contact Fatigue Life Test Design and Result Interpretation Methods Maintaining Compatibility of Efficiency and Reliability
In this report, several methods for both RCF life test design and result interpretation are introduced. These methods generate results using random numbers followed by Weibull distribution. The first method makes clear the relationship of arbitrary reliability between the minimum test numbers and the suspending time in fixed time test required at L10 and L50 lives. This relationship is useful to maintain the qualitative reliability and avoid excessive quantitative testing. The second method can clarify the relationship of arbitrary reliability between given test numbers and a resultant significant difference at L10 and L50 lives in accelerated testing. This relationship is also useful to estimate the test number based on statistical logic.
Of note, applying calculations allows for estimates of the test results. The third method enables the calculations of the range of L10 and L50 lives with significant reliability even if the test numbers are too small to estimate L10 or L50 lives employing Weibull plots. The fourth method can determine the significant difference of L10 and L50 lives between two lots and allow the quantitative estimation of the minimum difference between their lives from data obtained by experiments.
These methods provide techniques that are easier to understand as compared with the recent mathematical model, and they show enough flexibility to apply to almost all type of the testing. These new system will therefore eliminate the need for qualified experiences in the statistical design and result interpretation of RCF life test.
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Flowchart to estimate L10 life from suspending time prior to failure
Flowchart to determine test numbers on accelerated test 
